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The Village South Plan
This Chapter Covers:

1. The
The Plan for Village South
The Plan for Village South applies the
Goals and Principles outlined in Chapter
1 to the Village South Plan Area, to
allow and encourage market forces to
systematically transform its residual
edge-of-town, form, character and use
toward the town center vision outlined
in this Chapter.
The Plan starts by defining a conceptual
urban framework of walkable blocks,
complete streets and human-scale
public spaces that reflect the characterdefining patterns of the historic Village,
and adds new land use and development
standards that encourage and require
a mix of uses, building types and fine
architecture.
The design intent for Village South is not
to replicate or copy a set of buildings
that were built a century ago under
very different economic, social, and
technological circumstances. It is, rather,
to generate a network of welcoming,
comfortable, human-scale public spaces
that extend the existing Village network
into Village South, and to clearly define
and activate those spaces with a diverse
set of new buildings and uses that

reflect many of the key scale, character
and use attributes of their predecessors
north of the tracks, while creating new
value in the 21st century economy.
The vision set forth in Section 3.1, 3.2 and
3.3, below, will be implemented through
the cooperative and collaborative efforts
of property owners, master developers,
the City of Claremont, merchant builders,
and entrepreneurs over time and based
on evolving market conditions.
To coordinate those efforts, this Plan
allows for a range of mixes, amounts,
and intensities of uses as introduced
in Section 3.4. Variations within
prescribed ranges are regulated bythe
development standards in Chapter 4 and
the infrastructure standards in Chapter
5, and the architectural and landscape
design guidelines in Appendices A and
B. The procedures by which the higher
ranges of development intensities
may be granted by the City Council are
generally described in Section 3.4 and in
Chapter 6 - Implementation.
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3.1 Urban Structure
A. Introduction
This chapter presents a conceptually
illustrated, physical manifestation of the
goals, planning principles, community
priorities and key outcomes described in
Chapter 1. While the Plan shown in the
following pages represents one of a number
of possible variations of a physical plan
for this site, its design characteristics and
configurations reflect the intended physical
outcomes for Village South as described by
the community of Claremont, and articulated
by its design commissions and City Council.
As such, while the diagrams and illustrations
in this chapter are not intended to represent
the final site plan for Village South in all
respects, any incoming plan proposals for
new development within Village South that
differ significantly from the intents described
within this chapter must be found to be
superior in their ability to deliver the goals,
principles, and key outcomes described in
Chapter 1.
The "final plan(s)" for Village South will
result from an iterative process involving
multiple property owners, developers,
investors and entrepreneurs working with
the City’s professional staff and appointed
commissions, and will be designed,
reviewed and approved through the "Precise
Neighborhood Master Plan" process, as
defined in Sections 6.7 - 6.8 based on the
specific Development Standards provided
in Chapter 4 – Development Standards &
Guidelines.

Urban Patterns: The highly
walkable urban patterns
of the historic Village, and
Village Expansion are defined
by walkable (350 ft. x 350 ft.)
blocks that are in many cases
further subdivided by paseos,
plazas and courts.

Human-scaled
public
realm: The human-scaled
Village character is defined
by active and welcoming
building
frontages
that
seamlessly interact with safe,
comfortable and well-shaded
public streets and spaces.

B. Village Scale
Urbanism

Figure 3.1.B: Village Scale Urbanism

The design intent of this Plan is to compose
a new, human-scale, pedestrian-oriented
Village center environment merging the
timeless design principles, techniques,
scale and character characteristics of the
Village with the best current practices in
mixed-use urban infill and transit-oriented
development.

A

To achieve this ambitious vision in Village
South, the current superblock on the
west side of Indian Hill Boulevard is to be
subdivided and reorganized into multiple
Village-scaled blocks by way of a new Public
Realm Framework that adds east-west
connectivity through the block and supports
and adds value to future land uses and
development within Village South.

B

1/4 Mile / 5-minute walk

Likewise, public realm improvements along
Indian Hill Blvd proper will support new
development along the strip of lots on the
east side as well.
Public and semi-public places
and spaces: Spaces between
buildings are activated as
formal and informal public
places, for outdoor dining,
socializing, and a variety of
other leisurely activities.

Proximity to regional transit
and the Claremont Colleges:
The active urban environment
in the Village and Village
South is supported by their
proximity to regional transit
(in Metrolink and the future
Gold Line Station) as well as
the Claremont Colleges just a
short walk/bike ride away.
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As illustrated in Figure 3.1.B, the
recommended
block
structure
and
pedestrian connectivity of the Village South
public realm network is intended to continue
and expand the high quality patterns and
characteristics established in the historic
Village. Specific block standards, subdivision
standards, and public realm standards for
Village South are provided in Chapter 4 –
Development Standards & Design Guidelines.

Village South Specific Plan Boundary

A

"Village Scale" Urbanism: The block, street, and public open space (public
realm) network of Village South is derived from the scale of the historic
Village, where typical block lengths range from 300-400 ft and generally
include mid-block alleys and paseos for additional connectivity.

B

Connected to Transit, the Village: Village South is within an easy 5-10
minute walk of the historic Village, Metrolink and future Metro Gold Line
stations, and the Claremont Colleges.
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3.1 Urban Structure
C. Public Realm Network
The nature of town centers, as distinguishing
them from suburban shopping centers,
office parks and housing developments, is
that the public streets and gathering spaces
– the “outdoor rooms” of Village South – also
serve as the mobility network. To successfully
accomplish this in Village South requires
customized “complete streets” standards that
balance the prioritization of pedestrian safety
and comfort with reasonable accommodation
of automobiles.
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E
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A

B "New" Santa Fe Street:
A relocated Santa Fe Street is proposed as an additional
east-west connection through Village South, extending
the active commercial environment of the Historic
Village into Village South. Connecting to Indian Hill
Boulevard, Santa Fe Street is activated by ground-floor
shops and restaurants supported by wide, shaded, wellfurnished sidewalks, and convenient on-street parking.

D

C

The Village South public realm is composed
of a carefully designed network of streets,
alleys, paseos, and public and semi-public
open spaces, subdividing the Indian Hill Blvd,
Arrow Highway, Bucknell Ave "superblock" into
multiple, walkable "Village-scale" blocks, as
illustrated in Figure 3.1.C.

The final design and alignments of each
connection may be adjusted within the
parameters and according to the standards
and guidelines in Chapter 4 – Development
Standards & Guidelines. The essential design
characteristics of this new Public Realm
network – the basis for the standards in
Chapter 4 – is further described in Section 3.3.

The primary linkage between the historic Village and
Village south is Indian Hill Boulevard. At present,
its urban character between the Village and Arrow
Highway (south of which Indian Hill turns into a betterthan-average neighborhood avenue) does not give the
impression that one has arrived into the Village. As such,
the transformation of Indian Hill Blvd. into an attractive,
well-landscaped, walkable urban street is essential to
extending the Village character into Village South.

B

Accordingly, the conception of its Public Realm
integrates considerations of block size and
shape, street network and streetscape design,
public and private landscapes, as well as the
patterns, forms and designs of the buildings
themselves, as they define, shape and activate
the spaces between them.

While the public realm network shown here
is only illustrative, the overall number and
general connectivity of the final public realm
linkages is intended to be comparable to
those illustrated – in particular, the western
extension of Green Street to Watson Drive,
and the provision of an additional east west
connection (illustrated here as "New" Santa
Fe Street) between Indian Hill Boulevard and
Bucknell Drive, north of Green Street.

A Indian Hill Blvd Transformation:

Figure 3.1.C: Public Realm Plan

F

C Green Street Extension:
The extension of Green Street west through Village
South will provide connectivity though the site and into
adjacent neighborhoods, while creating new, valuable
street addresses (by way of its high-quality public realm)
for the shops, residences, and public spaces fronting it.

A

Indian Hill Blvd: Streetscape
transformation extending the Village
character into Village South

B

“New” Santa Fe St: New east/west
connection through Village South

C

Green St Extension: New east/west
connection through Village South

D

Central Plaza & Paseo: New central
public open space and north/south paseo
Commercial Paseo/Alley: Retail-lined
Alley/Paseo providing access to a new
shared parking structure

E
F

Residential Drive: New north-south
connection from Green St to Arrow Hwy

Village South
Specific Plan
Boundary
Private/SemiPrivate Open
Spaces: Though
typically private/
secured, provide
additional
through-block
connectivity to
residents

D Central Plaza & Paseo:
Connectivity between the two aforementioned streets
is provided via a new central gathering space, and
paseo. The Central Plaza is located in the heart of Village
South where the greatest development intensities are
anticipated – defining and enclosing this space as a
highly-activated outdoor room and social space.
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3.2 A Vision for Village South
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Figure 3.2: Illustrative Plan

A

B

C

D

The Illustrated Vision
Taking into consideration the goals, planning principles and community priorities from Chapter 1, and developing them with
an emphasis on quality urban design as detailed in Section 3.1, an "Illustrative Plan" can be developed, which represents one of
a number of possible variations of a successful Village South development. Figure 3.2 shows this plan, with particular elements
of the plan – from street connections to conceptual building developments – called out and expanded upon in Section 3.3.
The Development Program, which is a mechanism that has been carefully crafted to balance development in Village South,
with the interests of the community as a guiding force, is elaborated upon in Section 3.4.
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Successful walkable environments have the power of creating
community and bring activity to the public realm.

A
H
B

Shared Parking Supply: A multi-level
parking structure that could provide up
to 100 additional shared parking spaces
to the Village.

F

Village Gateway: New gateway buildings
(or gateway elements in the near term) at
the corner of Indian Hill Blvd and Arrow
Highway welcome visitors to the Village
and Village South.
Indian
Hill
Blvd
Streetscape:
Improvements to Indian Hill Blvd
including improved landscaping.

H

New Downtown Housing and Flex Office
Space: urban housing, and new flex/office
space a short walk from the Village, the
Claremont Colleges, and regional Transit.

I

Mixed-Use Infill: Development within the
Village South Core will prioritize active
ground floor uses and spaces, including
in most cases, required ground floor
shops and restaurants as described in
Section 4.2.
Existing Development: While this plan
provides revised zoning and development
standards for all properties within the
Village South Specific Plan Area, it is
anticipated that a number of existing
buildings may remain for some time.

G

I

Central Plaza: A central public gathering
space enclosed by ground floor shops
and residences, providing pedestrian
access between Green St and Santa Fe St.
Green Street Extension: Green Street
extends west through Village South and
connecting to KGI’s Watson Drive.

G

C

“New” Santa Fe Street: A new commercial
street activated by village shops and
restaurants and on-street parking.

E

J
The vision of Village Urbanism can be seen in various
traditional, walkable downtowns.

Commercial Village Extension: A
concentration of shops and restaurants
anchored by the historic Vortox Building
and public open space fronting Indian
Hill Blvd.

H

J

D
E
H
J

H
J

New Buildings: predominantly 2- and
(limited) 3-story along the frontages of
Indian Hill Blvd and Arrow Highway, with
taller buildings imagined within the site

F

Village South Specific
Plan Boundary

Existing Buildings: typically ranging from
1-3 stories, with the new KGI Dormitory
building at Bucknelle Ave and Wharton Dr
up to 4-stories.
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3.3 Urban Form & Character
A. Urban Character
Areas
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1. Village South Core

Figure 3.3: Urban Character

The northerly third of the super-block west of Indian Hill - centered around
the historic Vortox building, which is to be adaptively reused as an anchor
feature of the Core – is intended to provide an active, pedestrian-oriented
Village environment, with shops, restaurants and other active commercial
uses in shopfronts comparable to those that define the character of the
Village and Village Expansion. Such uses and frontages are required along
Indian Hill Boulevard from the railroad to New Santa Fe Street, and along
both sides of New Santa Fe for several hundred feet to the west. Buildings
fronting Indian Hill Boulevard will be predominantly two-stories in scale,
rising to 3 and 4 stories moving west to Bucknell.

"Urban character" refers to the synthesis
of the physical design and programmatic
characteristics of the built environment; the
composite of the design, scale and function
of blocks, streets, and public open spaces,
as well as the forms, scale, and uses of the
buildings that frame them. Within complete
urban environments – of which Claremont
Village is a fine example – the public spaces
in the form of street, plazas, parks and
paseos is interwoven with privately owned
buildings so that pedestrian activity flows
seamlessly throughout.
Village South is loosely organized into three
(3) Urban Character Areas that are the basis
for the three Village South Zones as defined
in Chapter 4 – Development Standards
and Guidelines. Based on the intent that
Village South be a southward expansion
of the historic Village – much as the Village
Expansion has previously expanded the
original Village to the west – these character
areas and the corresponding zones are
devised to extend the historic Village's
active retail environment as far as the
market will bear, while adding significant
new housing opportunities for residents
seeking an amenity-rich, transit-advantaged
environment and an active, in-town lifestyle.
All new buildings will be required to provide
active, attractive ground floor frontages
that shape and enliven the streetscapes
and other public spaces. The massing and
architecture of all new buildings will be
required to reflect the essential character
and quality of the Village – not as a replica,
but 21st century buildings for the 21st
century economy that respect the timeless
mixed-use placemaking principles that
generated the Village a century ago.

2. Village Flex / Transitional
As its name suggests, this area is intended as a transitional zone from
the urban commercial core of Village South to its more suburban edges.
As such, the Flex/Transitional areas are those where active commercial
(or "commercial ready") ground floors and frontages are to be prioritized
should the market for such uses exceed that available in the Village
South Core – in particular, at gateway corners of Village South, and lining
community gathering spaces. Alternatively, these same spaces could be
occupied by direct-access residential units (such as townhouses and livework) to generate an environment with residents coming and going on
foot throughout the day and evening. A new community gathering space
is planned in the center of this area, with a paseo/green connection
northward to New Santa Fe Street to generate smaller sub-blocks and
provide connectivity between Santa Fe Street and Green Street.

Village Core: Anchored by the Historic
Vortox building, ground floor commercial
(shops and restaurants)1 are prioritized
in the northern portion of Village South to
extend the character of the historic Village
southward.
Village
Flex
/
Transitional:
Urban
neighborhood environment with ground floors
to be designed as "flex" spaces, able to easily
adapt to either commercial or residential use
based on evolving market realities.

Village South
Specific Plan
Boundary
Shopfronts
Required
(See Section 4.2)
Shopfronts
Incentivized
(See Section 4.2)

Village Edge: The highly visible "edges" of Village South; an emphasis is placed
on compatibility - in height, scale, and character - with the historic Village.

3. Village South Edge:
To the south and east of the Flex zone are lots that face Indian Hill
Boulevard, Arrow Highway, and Bucknell Street. As the name suggests,
these are planned as the “edge of Village” zone, bridging between the
“drivable suburban” character of the surrounding neighborhoods and the
“walkable urban” character of the Village. Uses are quite flexible in this
zone, and may include office buildings, townhouses, apartment buildings,
mixed-use buildings and retail buildings – corner lots are prioritized for
ground floor commercial rather than ground floor housing. The standards
and guidelines for buildings in this zone will emphasize compatibility with
the scale and character of Claremont’s historic neighborhoods.

Village Scale Building Height & Character Overlay: New buildings along
Indian Hill Blvd and Arrow Highway are up to 2-3 stories and scaled to reflect
the essential character of the Village in their massing scale, and architecture.
(See Building Height Regulating Plan, Section 4.3.D)
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3.3 Urban Form & Character
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1. Village South Core

Indian Hill Blvd Transformation
The first and simplest way to start making the Village South Plan Area more
like the Village is to make its main street linking it to the Village (Indian Hill
Blvd) more so, with wider sidewalks – buffered from traffic with rows of parked
cars and enhanced landscaping – and reduced vehicular travel speeds.
Two northbound lanes will likely be necessary north of Green Street to
allow for vehicular queuing when the crossing gates are down for passing
trains. In this stretch, the outer northbound lane will be sharrowed, naturally
transitioning into the shared street environment of the Village.
New street landscaping and widened sidewalks (via access easements on the
properties fronting Indian Hill Blvd) will support active building frontages for
new development fronting Indian Hill.

1

Vortox Plaza and Paseo: Conceptual illustration a new 3-story mixed use building ground floor shops and restaurants lining the
northern boundary of Village South, a new forecourt dining plaza in front of the historic Vortox building, and a reconstructed
archway over the paseo between the two buildings leading to a shared parking structure in the rear.

A

Indian
Hill
Blvd:
Streetscape
transformation extending the Village
character into Village South

B

Santa Fe Street: A new east/west
connection through Village South, lined
with ground floor shops and restaurants

C

Vortox Adaptive Re-Use: The historic
Vortox building will be an anchor of the
Village South Core, activating it with retail/
restaurant space and one or more public/
semi-public outdoor gathering spaces
dining and other activities.

D

Vortox Paseo / Court: a new active,
commercially lined paseo and/or court
that could also provide vehicular access to
a shared parking structure.

E

Shared Parking Structure: A critical
mass of new shared parking; potentially
between Village South, the historic Village,
and Metro.
Mixed-Use Infill: Development within the
Village South Core will prioritize active
ground floor uses and spaces, including in
most cases, required ground floor shops
and restaurants as described in Section
4.2.

F
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F
E

1
F

D

C

A

B
F

F
Vortox Court: A dining forecourt in front of the historic Vortox building will help
extend active street environment of Indian Hill Blvd in the Village into the South.

Dining Plazas and Paseos: The Village has
numerous excellent examples of outdoor
dining plazas, as well as alleys and paseos
activated by shops and restaurants.
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3.3 Urban Form & Character
"New" Santa Fe Street
A relocated Santa Fe Street is proposed as an additional east-west connection
through the Village South site, creating a block structure in the north half of Village
South comparable with that of the historic Village, and creating highly accessible
street addresses for new village shops and restaurants, and active offices. While
the exact alignment of the new Santa Fe is somewhat flexible, it should be located
far enough from the railroad crossing to enable left turns from northbound Indian
Hill to westbound New Santa Fe, and potentially also enabling left turns from New
Santa Fe to northbound Indian Hill and the Village.
This new street should take design cues from already successful active village
streets such as Yale Ave and Harvard Ave, with convenient on-street parking,
active shopfronts, and wide, well-landscaped, well-shaded and well-furnished
sidewalks.
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Shared Parking Supply

Vortox Paseo/Court

Potential Boutique Hotel

Key to extending the character of the
historic Village into Village South will
be a highly accessible shared-parking
supply. A new 600-space parking
structure is illustrated in the northwest
corner of Village South, that could be
shared between office, commercial,
and housing in Village South, and
conceivably Metrolink riders. With
the right mix of uses in this portion of
Village South and with an organized
parking management plan, parking
spaces used during weekday hours
by offices in Village South and Metro
commuters could be available as
overflow parking for the Village during
nights and weekends – the times extra
Village parking would be most needed.

A public paseo lined with ground floor Village shops and
restaurants is provided around the historic (repurposed)
Vortox building to create an active pedestrian environment
-- with the surrounding businesses "spilling out" into this
space.

A new boutique hotel may be part of the future development
of Village South. If a boutique hotel is included in the plan,
it must have lively ground-floor commercial spaces lining
Santa Fe and Indian Hill. The potential for a rooftop dining
terrace on such a building could provide spectacular views
of the mountains, the Village, and the Claremont Colleges.

Such a space might be shared between pedestrians and
vehicles accessing a shared parking structure behind
Vortox, but could be closed to vehicular traffic for special
events.
Such a space could also be enlarged/reconfigured as a
formal public plaza -- such as Village Plaza in the Village
Expansion to accommodate additional uses and activities.

Potential Boutique Hotel: This building has a Village scale
and active ground floor uses. It could easily be either boutique
hotel or mixed-use housing.

Active Alleys & Paseos Vision: The public realm shall be
pedestrian oriented, with vehicles and people sharing the same
space.

Yale Ave (Claremont Village): Yale Street is an excellent example of the active
streetscape environment intended for (new) Santa Fe Street in Village South.
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1st Street Garage: The structure on First St
is a fine example of an actively lined shared
parking structure.

Active Alleys & Paseos (Claremont Village): The Village is
characterized by numerous mid-block paseos and alleys that
enhance connectivity and create many of the most intimate
places and spaces within the Village.
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2. Village South Flex / Transitional

Green Street Extension

Central Paseo / Green

The extension of Green Street westward from Indian Hill to
Bucknell is critically important for all-mode connectivity to
and through Village South, and to begin reorganizing the
existing superblock as a set of Village-scale blocks.

At the center of Village South is an approximately 1-acre
community gathering space and paseo connecting Green
Street to Santa Fe St. This gathering space will be shaped by
the 3- and 4-story buildings around it, and activated by the
residential frontages and potential ground floor commercial
spaces lining the edges.

In Village South, this segment’s connection to Indian Hill
will align with the existing Green Street to the east, and its
recommended that the connection to Bucknell Ave align
with Watson Drive to the west.
Its exact alignment between those connection points is
somewhat flexible, such that its final alignment be based
first on calibrating the street, its adjoining public spaces
and buildings for pedestrian and bicycle safety and
comfort, while accommodating vehicles passing through
at low speeds. As such, Green Street will be characterized
by wide landscaped parkways, broad-canopy shade trees,
comfortable sidewalks, mid-block crossings at the Central
Plaza/Paseo, and welcoming building frontages.

B

Vortox Plaza and Paseo: Conceptual illustration a new 3-story mixed use building ground floor shops and restaurants
lining the northern boundary of Village South, a new forecourt dining plaza in front of the historic Vortox building, and a
reconstructed archway over the paseo between the two buildings leading to a shared parking structure in the rear.

A

Green Street Extension: A continuation
of Green Street west through Village
South to Watson Drive.

B

Central Paseo / Green: A centralized
public gathering space activated by
ground floor housing and flexible
potential neighborhood-serving
commercial spaces.

C

B

Gateway Buildings: Buildings at the
corners of Indian Hill Boulevard and
Green Street are gateways into Village
South, with the potential for ground-floor
commercial at the corners to activate and
punctuate the entry into Village South.

D

Bucknell Ave Streetscape Improvements:
Streetscape improvements to Bucknell
Ave in support of new office and housing
in Village South.

E

Village Housing: In support of the Village,
and the Village South Core, central
portion of Village South will include a
critical mass of new housing ranging in
type, form and scale.
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This space could be organized into multiple spaces;
some more open, others more enclosed and intimate, to
accommodate a wide range of programming, based on the
mix of uses that end up locating here. It is intended that
the ground-floors of the buildings lining this space be "flex"
spaces that could be easily converted from residential to
non-residential (and vice-versa) based on market realities.
What is essential, regardless of the final use, is that this
central space is active and safe – requiring active ground
floor frontages of all of the buildings lining it.

C
Green Street extension vision: The extension of Green St.
should accomodate both vehicles and pedestrians in order to
connect efectively to Village South.

E

Flexible-Use Space: Large public spaces should accommodate
a variety of uses (community fitness, picnics, concerts) and be
surrounded by well-designed building frontages.

C

A
E
E

Neighborhood Streets Character: The look and feel of Green
Street in Village South should resemble the best neighborhood
streets of the Village.
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Bucknell Avenue Transformation

Village Gateways

Urban Village Housing

Bucknell Avenue is currently designed as a fairly typical business park
street, with a wide roadway and narrow sidewalks.

The corners of Indian Hill Blvd and Green Street
will be important gateways into Village South.
As such, ground floor commercial spaces are
recommended fronting the street corners for
activation and punctuation of the intersection.

The middle portion of Village South – particularly that
straddling the westerly Green Street extension – is intended
to be an “urban neighborhood” environment. As such,
multi-family housing is anticipated, in buildings that front
the streets with welcoming entries and beautiful façades.
Direct-access residential or flex units intermixed with flats
are encouraged, to generate an environment with residents
and/or customers coming and going on foot throughout the
day and evening.

As infill development occurs along this street, it will become an
important linkage between Village South, and the KGI Campus to the
west, and the design of its public frontages (the space between the
vehicular travel lanes and private lots) will be systematically improved
with wide sidewalks, pedestrian and street lighting, comfortable street
furnishing, bulbed-out pedestrian crossings, and angled parking on the
Village South side of the street.

Multi-family Frontages: A common entrance with a court that
creates a semi-public space off of the sidewalk is a good way
for a 3-story mixed-use building to activate the street.

Urban Village Housing : 2- to 2.5-story multi-family housing
fits in the context of the existing Village as well as single-family
neighborhoods adjacent to the Village South Plan Area. In
all cases, they should present quality frontages on the public
sidewalk.

Bucknell Ave: Streetscape improvements will allow pedestrians to cross to
and from KGI and Village South easily, encouraging activity in this area.
Existing Conditions

Existing Conditions

Gateway Buildings: Good examples of corner
gateway buildings with an active commercial
ground floor corner, transitioning to housing.
Existing conditions at Bucknell Avenue.
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Individual Entries: When facing the public sidewalk, individual
entries require a setback, raised first floor, and/or a frontage
element such as a porch, stoop or dooryard.
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3. Village South Edges

Indian Hill Blvd Improvements
& Village (South) Gateways
The parcels on the northeast corner of the
intersection of Indian Hill Boulevard and
Arrow Highway are currently vacant, and
the northwest corner is occupied by an
existing gas station. If/as these properties
(re)develop over time, they should be
replaced by new street-fronting buildings
(and/or other gateway elements) to serve as
gateways marking entry into, and welcoming
visitors to the Village.

A

Indian Hill Blvd Transformation & South Village Gateway : Conceptual illustration of a transformed Indian Hill Blvd south of
Green Street, with improved street landscaping, an "at-grade" center median/left-turn lane with increments of landscape and
gateway signage. The street configuration is 4 travel lanes with bike lanes or street parking in each direction.

A

Indian Hill Blvd Transformation
& Village Gateways: Streetscape
transformation of Indian Hill Blvd, and
new Village gateway buildings (and/or)
elements.

B

C

D

Gateway Elements: Signage and other
gateway elements are encouraged to mark
arrival to Village South.

South Residential Drive

South Residential Street: A new street
connection between Green St and Arrow
Hwy providing valuable new street
addresses for new buildings in the
southwest corner of Village South.
Arrow Highway Streetscape
Improvements: Landscape and
streetscape improvements to Arrow
Highway to mark arrival to the Village
and Village South.
Potential Edge Infill Development: Any
proposed infill develoment along Indian
Hill Blvd and Arrow Highway will be
sensitive in scale, form and character to
the Village. Based on existing ownership
patterns here, it is anticipated that a
number of existing buildings may remain
for some time.
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Gateway Infill Development: The parcels on the east and west side(s) of the
intersection of Indian Hill and Arrow are prime sites for new gateway buildings –
many good examples of which currently live in Claremont.

D

B

D

A
C

Depending
on
the
final
proposed
configuration of the Public Realm, blocks,
buildings and uses, a north-south street
may be beneficial between Green Street
and Arrow Highway. Existing property
ownership patterns significantly limit
the range of potential street or paseo
connections to Arrow Highway from the
north. A new pedestrian crossing of Arrow
Highway to provide walking connections
to the neighborhoods to the south seems
somewhat unlikely between Indian Hill
and Bucknell. The City will evaluate the
possibility of such a street or pedestrian
connector in the context of a development
plan for the properties south of the Green
Street extension.

Residential Character: A conceptual illustration of South Street, looking north
toward Green Street, with Village-Scale Infill Development on the left.
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3.4 Development Programs
A. Use Mix and Intensity

State Density Bonus Law

New Zoning for Village South
As outlined in Chapter 1 and further defined in
Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, above, it is clear that
the general vision for Village South shared by
the Claremont community and leadership is that
of a mixed-use town center environment. Such
environments include a mixture of uses that
vary over time in response to changing market
conditions, and buildings of various sizes, scales
and styles.
Accordingly, based on input from the community –
and based on the “Goals and Principles” drafted by
the Architectural and Planning Commissions and
further revised and adopted by the City Council –
new development standards have been prepared
for Village South (See Chapter 4) Those standards
limit the heights of buildings in various portions
of the plan area to 2, 3 and 4 stories, and allow
a mixture of uses, providing clear direction as to
the types of buildings and the manner in which
they may be successfully mixed. Additionally, it
defines a minimum “Shopfront Required” area
within which a “village commercial” environment
with attractive shopfronts, wide sidewalks, and
retail and restaurant uses are required.

Tier 1 and Tier 2 Programs
It is also clear that the community's aspirations
include a mix of housing types, very significant
quantities of lively ground-floor retail and
restaurant uses, office and employment uses,
public open spaces comparable to those of the
historic Village and Village Expansion west of
Indian Hill, and environmental sustainability
features that are significantly more ambitious
than current state and local regulations, and that
may or may not be feasible under current market
conditions.
The development standards and design guidelines
in Chapters 4 and 5 are structured to ensure that
regardless of where the ultimate built outcomes
fall within the ranges of allowed quantities of
each land use and heights of each building, Village
South will generate a cohesive new addition to
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Village Commercial: Made of lively retail and restaurant uses.
Claremont Village. And to encourage the developer(s) of Village South
to provide significant amounts of the uses, amenities and sustainability
features that the community values most ("Community Benefits" as
described in Section B, below) a 2-tier development intensity system
is defined.

It should be noted that recent changes to state legislature
include a number of “density bonus” provisions that would
allow a developer who is willing to provide quantities
of affordable housing in excess of the City’s current
requirements to construct buildings taller than the City’s
zoning (either the existing commercial/industrial or the
new zoning) and exempting that developer from many
otherwise-applicable environmental and design review
requirements. Such a scenario could deliver buildings
taller than and closer to the street than the development
standards in Chapter 4 would permit, and potentially none
of the “village commercial” or office uses, public open space,
or sustainability features that the community has requested
for the Plan Area. The intent of the Community Benefits
Building Volume Bonus Program is to create a scenario – Tier
2 – that would benefit all parties; the developer can achieve
the intensity they seek while providing the community with
the amenities they desire in forms compatible with the
forms and character of the historic Village.

Tier 1: If the developer(s) of a project or block of Village South provide
only the minimum required amounts Community Benefits, building
heights are limited to the Tier 1 standards as defined in Chapter 4.
Tier 2: If the developer(s) are willing to provide significant additional
Community Benefits, they are eligible to receive a height bonus
through the "Community Benefits Building Volume Bonus Program",
enabling building heights up to the Tier 2 limits as defined in Chapter 4.
The standards informing each Tier are provided in Chapter 4, and the
programs are further described in the Development Program Tables in
Chapter 6 (See Table 6.9).

Economic Context of Village South
From financial analyses and feedback from the development
community, it is not at all clear that what the community has
asked for is economically viable. Projects that provide the
amounts of non-residential uses, public open spaces, and
environmental sustainability measures that the community
hopes to see are not likely to be feasible given the limited
building heights outlined in the Goals and Principles. Rather,
input received from interested developers, economic
analysis conducted by the City’s consultant team, and recent
development near Metro Stations in other communities
suggest that there may be significant benefits in buildings
taller than those envisioned by the Goals and Principles.
Given the broad and persistent shortage of housing in the
Los Angeles area, the highest economic values are typically
related to multi-family housing, particularly housing within
an easy walk of transit and commercial and civic amenities.
Village South is a site with strong potential to offer these
amenities, both by its proximity to the historic Village and
existing and planned transit, and by its potential to provide
more commercial and civic amenities.

Existing Zoning for Village South
The current zoning of the Village South Plan Area is a mixture of
Commercial Highway, Commercial Professional and Business Industrial
Park. These allow for a mixture of 1, 2 and 3 story buildings – including
some housing if the City chooses to grant a Conditional Use Permit.
That zoning is not capable of implementing any new development
that would meet the community vision for “more Village”. Quite the
opposite, it was crafted to deliver commercial buildings with surface
parking lots – a pattern which is neither “village” nor “sustainable” by
most common understandings of either. It is also incompatible with
the mixed-use, transit-oriented character of the existing Village.

Undesirable Outcomes: State Density Bonus Legislature could
enable building volumes and patterns distinctly out of scale and
character with Claremont Village "by-right", with no opportunity
for local control.

High Quality Architecture: regardless of building use and scale,
all new buildings can maintain a distinctly "Village Character."
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B. Community Benefits Building Volume Bonus Program
Introduction & Purpose

Methodology

Given the apparent disparity between the community’s
preferred building heights, use mix and development
program and the building heights, use mix and program
that the real estate market might find most advantageous
for the Plan Area, a market-based building volume bonus
program has been prepared. The intent of this program is to
provide the City Council and future developers or builders
with a locally written, market-based density bonus program
that provides the community with the benefits it seeks in
return for controlled quantities of buildings that are taller
than preferred, as an alternative to receiving less controlled
amounts of taller buildings with none of the preferred
community benefits under the density bonus provisions of
State law. Those standards are presented in Chapter 4 as
Tier 2 standards.

The procedures for determining the amounts of additional
3rd and 4th floor area – and amounts of additional
housing – that could be granted in exchange for certain
amounts of retail, restaurant, and office uses, amounts
of amenitized public space, and amounts of sustainability
features – is presented in Chapter 6 – Implementation. The
basic methodology for calibrating such a value exchange is
financial. The additional real estate value associated with
increases in building height and residential development
will be balanced against any decrease in real estate value –
or cost – associated with the provision of the enumerated
community benefits. The amount of bonus building volume
to be granted to a developer in exchange for quantities
of community benefits will be market based at the time
of entitlement as determined in accordance with the
procedures outlined in Chapter 6.

Overview & Applicability
To participate in the Program, a willing developer would
be required to enter into a contract with the City, agreeing
to forgo the rights otherwise available under State
density bonus programs, and agreeing to provide defined
community benefits in exchange for specific amounts of
additional building height and housing.
A simple way of thinking about this, is that if a developer
is willing to devote significant portions of building ground
floors to commercial uses – and/or upper floors to office
uses – that generate less short-term profit than housing, they
may be granted the ability to develop additional housing
on larger areas of 3rd or 4th stories than would be allowed
under the base zoning. In order for the prudent developer
to voluntarily abandon density bonus rights available under
State law in favor of this Program, it is reasonable to expect
that the financial value offered to the developer would need
to be comparable to that offered by State density bonus
law. This is a market-based mechanism that should allow
the City Council and a developer/applicant to determine
on an objective basis whether the State density program
or the local Building Volume Bonus Program is in the best
interests of both parties.

Active public open space: Integrating a public neighborhood
park of approximately 1/2 acre into the Plan is Tier 2 level.

Community Benefits
An initial list of community benefits eligible, and the
additional height which the Council may grant in exchange
for such benefits is as follows:
1. Ground floor “Village Commercial” environment in
excess of that required by Tier 1 standards.
2. Office space in addition to that required under Tier 1
standards.

Village Commercial: Expanding ground floor retail/restaurant
uses in high-quality shopfronts with wide sidewalks, paseos,
and plazas to areas of "Shopfront Preferred" (see Figure 4.2).

3. Active public open space in the form of green or plaza
in excess of that required under Tier 1 standards.
4. Additional affordable housing, beyond that required by
City ordinance.

Village Commercial: High-quality streets and public spaces
contribute to quality Village character and add value to an
area for the community.

5. A convertible parking facility.
6. Sustainability features in excess of applicable state and
local building codes and in excess of those required
under Tier 1 standards.
7. Other community benefits as may be defined by the
City Council.

Sustainability features: Solar panels, convertible parking, and
other sustainability features may qualify to be a benefit.
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Additional Office Space: Building office space in addition to
what is required in Tier 1 is a benefit to the area.

Additional affordable housing: Surpassing the city ordinance
requirements for affordable housing qualifies as a benefit.
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